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Introduction
At the beginning of the 2010s, the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Air Force’s
(PLAAF’s) program for the initial training of fighter pilots had three problems. First, the program
was inordinately long and gradual. Second, the PLAAF lacked an advanced trainer aircraft that
was suitable for training pilots who would eventually operate an aircraft in the PLAAF’s growing
fleet of fourth-generation i fighters. Third, despite the training program’s inordinate length, its
curriculum utterly failed to prepare pilot candidates for combat. However, by the end of 2020, the
PLAAF had largely resolved these problems, and its initial fighter pilot training program is poised
to produce pilots who are better trained, and to do so at a higher rate, than before.

Program Structure
At the beginning of the 2010s, the PLAAF’s initial fighter pilot training took approximately
ten years. 1 One reason for the inordinate length of the initial fighter pilot training program was
that the program combined flight training with
officer training. This was, and is still, done because
the PLA has neither officer training schools nor
single service academies like those of the U.S.
armed forces. Instead, each service has multiple,
specialized universities where officers are trained.
Another reason for the inordinate length of the
initial fighter pilot training program was that the
PLAAF lacked a suitable advanced trainer aircraft
and, therefore, trained fighter pilot candidates with
three very different types of trainers, none of which
approached the aircraft of the PLAAF’s growing Figure 1: CJ-6
i

China defines aircraft generations differently. The Western definitions of aircraft generations are used in this report.
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fleet of fourth-generation fighters. This practice
consequently extended the time that was needed for
conversion training in what would otherwise still
have been a plodding initial training program.
In 2010 all of the PLAAF’s fighter pilot
candidates would complete one year and eight
months of officer training at Air Force Aviation
University (AFAU) before beginning two years and
four months of additional officer training, aviationrelated studies, and basic flight training at AFAU’s
Figure 2: JL-8
Basic Flight Training Base. 2 In Basic Flight
Training, cadets would be screened for their suitability for further flight training as they flew 110
hours in the PLAAF’s primary trainer, the venerable, piston engine CJ-6 (Figure 1). 3 After cadets
completed Basic Flight Training, they would undergo Advanced Flight Training at one of the
PLAAF’s six flight academies, flying 150 hours in the subsonic JL-8, a two-seat jet trainer (Figure
2). 4 Following Advanced Flight Training, new fighter pilots would undergo conversion training at
one of several training bases and then undergo combat training in an operational unit. 5 It is unclear
how long each of these last three phases lasted, but it is likely that each lasted approximately two
years. 6
In 2012 the PLAAF streamlined the initial fighter pilot training program. It consolidated
its six flight academies into three: the Harbin Flight Academy, the Shijiazhuang Flight Academy,
and the Xi’an Flight Academy. 7 It separated officer training and aviation-related studies from
Basic Flight Training, lengthening the former to a period of three and one-half years and shortening
the latter to a period of six months in which cadets would complete a reduced number of 70 flight
hours, a number of hours that was increased to 80 in 2014. 8 The PLAAF divided Advanced Flight
Training into two, one-year phases, Intermediate Flight Training and Advanced Flight Training—
both of which would be conducted at the PLAAF’s flight academies—and it also eliminated the
training bases where conversion training had been conducted. 9 Thereafter, graduates of the flight
academies would undergo conversion training in operational units. In effect, conversion and
combat training were consolidated into a single phase. During Intermediate Flight Training, pilot
candidates would complete 150 flight hours in the JL-8, which was downgraded to an intermediate
trainer; during Advanced Flight Training, pilot
candidates would complete 103 flight hours in the
JJ-7 (Figure 3), a number of hours that was
increased to 123 ii in 2014. 10
The JJ-7 is a relatively new lead-in trainer
aircraft—its design was finalized in 1987—that was
designed on the basis of an old aircraft, the thirdgeneration MiG-21. 11 Before the PLAAF
streamlined its initial fighter pilot training program
in 2012, the JJ-7 was used for conversion training

Figure 3: JJ-7

ii

Therefore, in this training program, new fighter pilots complete a total of 353 flight hours before beginning
conversion training in an operational unit.
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for the J-7 and the J-8. 12 (It seems that new fighter
pilots were only being trained to operate thirdgeneration aircraft and that the PLAAF would only
select experienced pilots to train to operate its
fourth-generation fighters. 13 ) Unlike the JL-8, the
JJ-7 is capable of supersonic flight, but its analog
flight instruments, its mechanical flight controls,
and, reportedly, its short range and poor
controllability, made it unsuitable for training pilots
Figure 4: JJ-9
who would operate aircraft in the PLAAF’s growing
fleet of fourth-generation fighters. 14 By
streamlining its initial fighter pilot training program, the PLAAF shortened the program from ten
years to seven or eight (six years of training as a pilot candidate plus one or two years of conversion
training in a combat unit), but the PLAAF needed a new trainer if it was to further shorten the
program. 15
Whether as a remedy or as a stopgap, in 2015 the PLAAF began replacing the JJ-7 with
the JJ-9 (Figure 4) in some units of its flight academies. 16 (Pilot candidates at the flight academies
are organized into multiple training brigades.) As of 2020, the JJ-9 had not completely replaced
the JJ-7, probably because the PLAAF still operates some third-generation aircraft for which the
JJ-7 is a suitable trainer, but perhaps also because the JJ-9 was never an ideal replacement for the
JJ-7. iii The JJ-9 is a lead-in trainer that was designed on the basis of the JJ-7, and it represents an
improvement of the JJ-7, but because of its mechanical flight controls, it cannot approximate flight
in a fourth-generation fighter. 17 From 2017 the PLAAF seems to have further shortened
conversion training for some types of aircraft to less than one year by conducting the training in
several operational units that were re-subordinated to the flight academies in order to conduct
conversion training in the course of their regular duties, but near the end of the decade, the
PLAAF’s initial fighter pilot training program was still hindered by the lack of an adequate trainer
aircraft. 18
This situation began to change in 2019. In the summer of 2019 the Shijiazhuang Flight
Academy introduced a new lead-in fighter trainer,
the JL-10 (Figure 5), to one of its training
brigades. 19 The JL-10, whose design is based on the
Yak-130, is a supersonic aircraft with fly-by-wire
flight controls and a glass cockpit, making it an
excellent trainer for pilots who will next operate
fourth- and fifth-generation aircraft. 20 (The JL-10 is
being used to train pilot candidates for China’s
fifth-generation fighter, the J-20. 21 ) In 2020 the
Shijiazhuang
Flight
Academy
eliminated
Intermediate Flight Training for pilot candidates Figure 5: JL-10
iii

Even so, because the JJ-9 was introduced as an advanced trainer as the PLAAF reduced its fleet of third-generation
fighters, it is likely that pilot candidates who train in the JJ-9 are assigned directly to operational units with fourthgeneration aircraft. Assuming that this is true, pilot candidates who train in the JJ-9 would complete 353 flight hours
before piloting a JH-7, J-10S, or J-11BS.
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entering the brigade that operates the JL-10 in August of the same year. 22 It is unclear how the
elimination of Intermediate Flight Training will affect the number of hours that these pilot
candidates will fly, but it is likely that they will fly more than the traditional 123 hours because
some training subjects from Intermediate Flight Training are likely to have been added to their
course of Advanced Flight Training. iv
The Harbin Flight Academy also introduced the JL-10 to one of its brigades in the summer
of 2020, so it is possible that it, too, has eliminated, or will soon eliminate, Intermediate Flight
Training for that brigade. 23 The introduction of the JL-10 has thus enabled the PLAAF to shorten
some fighter pilot candidates’ training programs by perhaps as much as one year. 24 And because
the JL-10 is a fourth-generation aircraft itself, these new fighter pilots will likely require less time
for conversion training in operational units with fourth-generation fighters, so, with officer training,
it will probably take them little more than five years to complete their initial training.
It is unlikely that the PLAAF will immediately replace all of its JL-8s, JJ-7s, and JJ-9s with
the JL-10 because it must still train some pilots to operate aircraft in its now very small fleet of
third-generation fighters. The PLAAF is likely to balance the expense of replacing its older trainers
with the costs of training new pilots for obsolete fighters that will probably be retired within the
next decade. v It is likely, though, that the PLAAF will introduce the JL-10 to more training
brigades in the next few years, and that it will consequently eliminate Intermediate Flight Training
for fighter pilot candidates undergoing training in those units. Therefore, the PLAAF will likely
produce pilots for its fleet of fourth- and fifth-generation fighters more quickly over the next
decade.

Program Content
The PLAAF’s initial fighter pilot training program was hindered by more than just
inadequate trainer aircraft; it was also hindered by an inadequate curriculum. Even after the
PLAAF streamlined the program in 2012, it still very gradually trained pilot candidates for combat.
However, despite the years that the PLAAF has taken—and in some training brigades, still takes—
to train pilot candidates for combat, for most of the 2010s, the training program still failed to do
so because it was unrealistic and rote.
At the beginning of the 2010s, the PLAAF’s institutions conducting initial pilot training
were fettered by the PLAAF’s restrictive culture of safety that made realistic training almost
impossible. 25 Training flights seem to have only been conducted in excellent weather conditions,
and perhaps because this practice limited the number of days on which flights could be conducted,
pilot candidates were rushed through multiple training sorties on the same day whether they had
iv

Assuming that pilot candidates training in the JL-10 complete half of the flight hours of the traditional Intermediate
Flight Training program in addition to those of the traditional Advanced Flight Training program, then they would
complete a total of 278 flight hours before being assigned to an operational unit and piloting a JH-7, J-10S, J-11BS,
or a J-20. This would be less than those who train in the JJ-7 and JJ-9 complete, but that would accord with the
PLAAF’s efforts to reduce the time that initial pilot training takes. The JL-10 is a more effective bridge between the
PLAAF’s primary trainer and its fourth- and fifth-generation aircraft. The shorter the bridge, the better.
v
The PLA Navy has already retired its J-7s, doing so in 2014. Andreas Rupprecht, Modern Chinese Warplanes:
Chinese Air Force – Aircraft and Units (Houston, TX: Harpia, 2018), 27.
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grasped the lessons of those flights or not. 26 When training flights were conducted, they were
“played safe,” 4 or 5 g being the maximum g-force that fighter pilot candidates ever experienced
throughout their training. 27 Nighttime flight training was conducted, but AFAU’s training base and
the flight academies would illuminate their runways with searchlights to make it easy for cadets
and pilot candidates to find their airfields and land. 28 Flight instructors would immediately take
the stick when pilot candidates faced a problem such as stalling, depriving their pupils of the
opportunity to resolve the problem themselves. 29 Even a lesson that would ultimately enhance the
pilot candidates’ safety was avoided because of its immediate risk: pilot candidates were not even
taught how to recover from a tailspin. 30
While the PLAAF’s self-described “nanny-style” training at its flight academies ensured
that pilot candidates would be unable to cope with the conditions of war, combat training at the
PLAAF’s flight academies ensured that they would be ineffective in combat. Pilot candidates were
evaluated on how well they flew as measured by their flight instruments, so they tended to bury
their heads in their cockpits even when they flew under visual flight rules. 31 Moreover, training in
air combat maneuvering seems to have consisted of simple, scripted maneuvers, so pilot candidates
never learned how to read a situation in combat and to instinctively apply appropriate tactics and
fight as a formation. 32 Training in air-to-surface strikes was limited to strafing a target with cannon
fire—a target to which the way seems to have been indicated by markers on the ground that were
visible from the air. 33 Consequently, fighter pilot candidates would graduate from the flight
academies as less than rookies: they could competently pilot an aircraft, but they were woefully
unprepared to fight in one. Therefore, the burden of training new fighter pilots for combat was left
to their receiving operational units to bear.
A major factor contributing to the ineffectiveness of the PLAAF’s initial fighter pilot
training program was the inexperience of the flight academies’ instructors. At the beginning of the
decade, almost all of the flight academies’ instructors were selected from among the academies’
graduating classes. 34 This seems to have been so as late as 2017. 35 Consequently, for most of the
decade, almost all of the instructors at the PLAAF’s flight academies had no experience piloting a
fighter aircraft and conducting real-world missions. They were, therefore, ignorant of the
shortcomings of the training program, and because they were, presumably, selected to become
flight instructors because they excelled at an unrealistic and rote curriculum, they naturally
perpetuated those very aspects of the program. The flight academies had created a vicious cycle.
In 2017 the PLAAF began implementing changes to the content of its initial fighter pilot
training program and addressing the inexperience of its flight academies’ instructors. The content
of the training program is ultimately determined by the PLA’s Outline of Military Training and
Evaluation (OMTE), which sets new goals and guidelines for the entire PLA. The PLA issues a
new OMTE every several years, and the PLAAF issues its own OMTE in line with that of the PLA.
The PLA started devising its latest OMTE in 2013, issued a trial version in 2015, issued the OMTE
in 2018, and then revised and reissued the OMTE in 2019. 36 The PLAAF seems to have done the
same for its own OMTE, and from 2015 to 2017 it devised 56 new, nested flight training
programs. 37 In mid-2017 it also announced an extensive new policy overhauling its corps of flight
instructors, among other things. 38
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The four major goals of the
PLAAF’s latest OMTE are to make all
training relevant to operations, to improve
the effectiveness of training, to ensure
safety reasonably, and to cultivate pilots’
independence. 39 Soon after the OMTE was
issued, all of the PLAAF’s flight academies
were conducting training flights in
relatively poor weather conditions, such as
in crosswinds and when visibility was as
low as three kilometers. 40 Probably
Figure 6: A pilot candidate flies at low-altitude in a canyon.
because training flights could now be
conducted on more days than in the past, pilot candidates were no longer being rushed through
sorties, giving them time to address a failure to grasp a lesson before proceeding to the next one.41
The OMTE eliminated taking off and landing as separate training subjects, and it added short takeoffs and short field-approaches to the curriculum. 42 It is unclear whether the proportion of
nighttime flight training increased or not—and it is unclear what the proportion of such training
was before the latest OMTE was issued—but AFAU’s training base and the flight academies
stopped illuminating their runways with searchlights and began doing so only with edge lights.43
Training flights were no longer being “played safe”: now pilot candidates began regularly
experiencing 6 to 7 g during training flights.44 Flight instructors began interfering in their pupils’
flights as little as possible—and they also began teaching them to recover from a tailspin. 45 (The
flight instructors first had to learn how to do so themselves. 46) Beginning in 2021, the Harbin
Flight Academy even added low-altitude flight in canyons to the curriculum of its Advanced Flight
Training (Figure 6). 47
In order to cultivate their independence, AFAU and the flight academies began requiring
pilot candidates to prepare for each flight on their own and to devise their own flight plans after
the flight instructors have informed them of the next training subject and by what principles the
training will be conducted. 48 In order to cultivate their intuition, the flight academies stopped
evaluating pilot candidates on how well they fly as measured by their flight instruments; flight
instructors began encouraging pilot candidates to look outside their cockpits when they fly under
visual flight rules. 49
The latest OMTE transformed how pilot candidates are trained for combat. Although the
proportion of “tactical” content in the program only increased from 15 percent to 23 percent, the
OMTE introduced unscripted air-to-air combat to the curriculum. 50 Air-to-air combat is practiced
in one-on-one and two-on-one engagements, and the Harbin Flight Academy has even added an
air-to-air combat competition to its curriculum. 51 Now pilot candidates practice fighting in
formations, whereas before they only practiced flying in formations. 52 They also practice flying
under radio silence and using hand signals to communicate from aircraft to aircraft. 53 It seems that
those fighter pilot candidates who still undergo Intermediate and then Advanced Flight Training
undergo training in basic fighter maneuvers during the former and then undergo training in air
combat maneuvering during the latter. 54
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Although the Xi’an Flight
Academy introduced the use of live
munitions to its air-to-surface strike
training in 2017, after the latest OMTE
was issued in 2018, all of the flight
academies did the same. 55 Pilot
candidates now drop small practice
bombs on, and fire rockets and bullets
at, target circles during the training
(Figure 7). 56 The flight academies no
longer lay out ground markers
directing pilot candidates to the
targets, and pilot candidates conduct
sorties in three-ship formations,
practicing avoiding enemy radar by
flying to and from the training range at Figure 7: A target circle used for air-to-surface strike training by pilot
100 meters (328 feet) above ground candidates at Shijiazhuang Flight Academy. The scale of the target is
indicated by the vehicle tracks around the target.
level. 57 Air-to-surface strike training is
conducted in the JL-8, the JJ-9, and the
JL-10, so it is likely conducted during both Intermediate Flight Training and Advanced Flight
Training. 58 It is typically conducted in May and June of each year, and it seems that pilot
candidates conduct approximately ten air-to-surface strike training sorties vi during Advanced
Flight Training. 59
The changes that the latest OMTE made to the PLAAF’s initial fighter pilot training
program are significant, but just as significant are the changes that the PLAAF made to its corps
of flight instructors. In July 2017 the PLAAF issued a policy overhauling how flight instructors
are selected, trained, and maintained. The policy requires that flight instructors be selected
primarily from among those pilots who have completed “combat aircraft tactics training”
(presumably, conversion training in an operational unit) and secondarily from among experienced,
senior pilots. 60 It requires those flight instructors who have not done so to undergo conversion
training in a fighter. 61 It also demands that a system of qualification for flight instructors be
established, and it requires operational units to stop training flight instructors for conversion
training on their own and to have prospective instructors receive specialized training and obtain a
qualification instead. 62 In addition, the policy demands that a system of exchange be established
between the flight academies and operational units, one that gives the flight academies’ personnel
vi

During one sortie, pilot candidates at the Shijiazhuang Flight Academy flew “more than” 10 minutes between their
airfield and the training range. They attacked a target “several tens” of times. During another sortie by pilot candidates
at the same flight academy, the pilot candidates attacked a target “several tens” of times with “more than” 10 minutes
between each pass. Assuming that the flight between the airfield and the training range takes 15 minutes, that each
pilot candidate in the formation makes ten passes, that each pass lasts one minute, that there is an interval of 12 minutes
between each pass, and—perhaps most unrealistically—that each sortie is conducted in the same way throughout airto-surface strike training across the PLAAF, then each sortie would last seven hours. Therefore, air-to-surface strike
training would total 70 hours during Advanced Flight Training. 林源 [Lin Yuan], 张学峰 [Zhang Xuefeng], and 刘
凯 [Liu Kai], “在战斗力生成的源头植入“实战基因”” [Planting ‘genes of actual war’ at source of combat-power
generation], 空军报 [Air Force News], August 9, 2018; 高迪 [Gao Di], “打靶归来信心培增” [Confidence increases
after returning from shooting target], 空军报 [Air Force News], June 6, 2018.
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the opportunity to spend two years in an operational unit and personnel in operational units the
opportunity to spend two years at the flight academies. 63
In 2018 the Shijiazhuang Flight Academy seemed to be implementing this policy when it
had its flight instructors compete for their positions at the academy: those flight instructors who
performed poorly apparently lost their positions.64 It is unclear whether the other flight academies
have done something similar, but all of the flight academies are together using another method,
one that is typical for the PLA, to encourage their flight instructors to improve their skills and to
maintain their qualifications as flight instructors: in 2018 they began holding an annual skills
competition for flight instructors called Eagle-Raising Trailblazer. 65 Altogether, while the
PLAAF’s policy ensures that new flight instructors be relatively experienced pilots and that the
flight academies be more closely connected to operational units and their real-world missions, the
flight academies are making efforts to give their current flight instructors opportunities to gain the
experience and skills that their new colleagues should have.

Conclusion
As of 2021, the PLAAF has largely resolved the problems that hindered its initial fighter
pilot training program at the beginning of the decade. The PLAAF will probably only gradually
replace its other jet engine trainers with the JL-10 and thereafter eliminate Intermediate Flight
Training for all of its future fighter pilot candidates, so parallel tracks to train prospective pilots of
third-generation and fourth-generation fighters will likely continue to exist past the middle of the
next decade. And although the effects of the changes that the PLAAF has made to the content of
the training program are unlikely to be manifest until a similar point in time, the PLAAF is poised
to produce pilots who are much better prepared to conduct real-world missions as soon as they
undertake their first assignments, and it is poised to do so at a higher rate than ever before. vii

vii

It is unclear how many fighter pilots the PLAAF produces annually. The washout rate for cadets and fighter pilot
candidates throughout the entire initial training program is apparently 70 percent, but because this includes four years
of officer training and classroom study, it cannot be used to measure the difficulty of initial flight training. Because
of the costs that are incurred as pilot candidates progress through Intermediate and Advanced Flight Training, it is
reasonable to assume that the PLAAF would try to eliminate those whom it must eliminate before or during Basic
Flight Training and then pass as many as possible during subsequent phases of training. In fact, in 2016 the washout
rate in Advanced Flight Training at the Harbin Flight Academy was 20 percent. One fighter training brigade at the
Harbin Flight Academy appeared to have 60 pilot candidates in 2020. If the washout rate at the Harbin Flight Academy
is still 20 percent, the brigade should produce 48 new fighter pilots in 2021. Assuming that washout rates and the size
of training brigades are the same across the PLAAF, and that each flight academy has two to three fighter training
brigades conducting Advanced Flight Training, the PLAAF should produce between 288 and 432 new fighter pilots
in 2021. Therefore, the PLAAF may annually produce a number of fighter pilots within this range for the next several
years. “直冲云霄 战斗机飞行员选拔纪实” [Charging straight into the skies: a documentary on the selection of
fighter pilots], 军事纪实 [Military Documentary], aired November 18, 2020, on CCTV-7, accessed November 23,
2020, https://tv.cctv.com/2020/11/18/VIDEhswlTsRvUfLkjjsp0zaC201118.shtml; ““蓝天骄子”冒酷暑砺翅长空”
[‘Favorites of the blue sky’: braving sweltering heat to sharpen wings into vast sky], 解放军报 [Liberation Army
News], posted on 空 军 新 闻 [Air Force News], September 6, 2016, accessed November 23, 2020,
http://kj.81.cn/content/2016-09/06/content_7242526.htm; 王天巍 [Wang Tianwei], “猎鹰待飞，我们准备好了！”
[The falcon stands by for flight and we are ready!], post to the Harbin Flight Academy’s WeChat account, October
14, 2020, accessed October 20, 2020.
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